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Abstract. Synergistic effect of supersonic molecular beam injection and shock wave due to toroidal flow is
suggested to enhance both the core electron density and temperature in tokamaks, based on a shock equation we
have derived. It relates the ratio of temperature on either side of the shock with the ratio of density on either side,
the Mach number of the toroidal flow and the poloidal beta of tokamaks. It is found that when cMM ≥ (the
critical Mach number) the synergistic effect of supersonic molecular beam injection and shock wave due to
toroidal flow can make both the core electron density and temperature enhance. The ratio of temperature on
either side of the shock wave against M at different values of the poloidal beta is plotted.

1. Introduction

   The control of plasma density is an issue that continues to pose great problems. Looking
back on the history of tokamak progress, one sees that the plasma density in present large
devices is only two or three times higher than that of the earliest devices. Therefore in the
opinion of International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) physics expert group,
the fuelling in the coming ITER device is a big physics problem, the key in which consists in
how making the fuel penetrate ITER plasma edge to enter into its high-temperature core [1].
The common fuelling techniques (such as gas puffing, ice pellet injection) are difficult to be
competent at this task. Supersonic molecular beam injection (SMBI) has been successfully
developed and used in the HL-1M tokamak [2]. Recently, in the high performance
experiments on high pressure SMBI in that device, the plasma line averaged electron density
increases from 131077.0 ×  to 131067.5 × cm 3−  [3], increasing by 736%. In the meantime,
however, the core electron temperature eT  decreases because of the density peaking and thus
the hollow profile of electron temperature [4]. Therefore it needs to use another method for
enhancing the eT .
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   As well known, the toroidal flow 1V  in tokamaks can not only improve plasma
confinement but also give rise to shock wave; only the study on toroidal shock wave is not as
wide as poloidal one [5]. And the toroidal flow 1V  in tokamaks can be applied or generated
self-organizationally by plasma. When 1V  exceeds local sound velocity sc , plasma
perturbations caused by the moving 1V -front will propagate slower than the 1V -front and
thus accumulate continuously in front of the 1V -front to form shock wave. The shock wave
moves upstream in the form of a plane shock front, as shown in Fig. 1, where regions 1 and 2
represent the unshocked and shocked plasma, respectively.

2. Results

   We have derived a shock equation (see Ref. 6). Now on the assumption that the value of
ratio ei TT /  ( iT  represents the core ion temperature) in region 1 on Fig. 1 is the same as in
region 2, this equation becomes
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where the shock strength 12 / PPR ≡ 12 / ee TrT=  [ )2(1P being the core plasma pressure in
region 1 (2) on Fig. 1] and 12 / ρρ≡r  = 12 / ee nn with )2(1en  being the core electron density
in region 1 (2) on Fig. 1; the Mach number 11 / scVM ≡ ; γ  is the ratio of specific heat;

2
11 /8 BPp πβ ≡  is the poloidal beta of tokamaks in region 1. In Ref. 6 we have shown that the

toroidal magnetic field parallel to the shock propagation plays no role in the present shock
problem.
   As stated above, in the presence of SMBI, definitely r  > 1. Therefore, from Eq. (1) we
can see that the second term ( ∝∝ 2M  the kinetic energy of the toroidal flow) on its right-
hand side enhances the ratio 12 / ee TT and the third term [ pβ/1∝  and ∝ )1( −r ] depresses
the ratio. In other words, physically equation (1) is very reasonable, in spite of that it has been
obtained under three approximate assumptions. They are: (a) The plasmas on either side of
the shock are assumed to be perfect. (b) The shock front thickness is very thin. So it might as
well assume there is not enough time for the non-adiabatic processes (such as heat conduction)
to occur inside the shock layer. (c) It is assumed that the value of ratio ei TT /  in region 1 is
the same as in region 2. In the following analysis, we choose 5=r  and 3/5=γ  as usual.
From Eq. (1) we obtain the critical Mach number cM  making 1/ 12 =ee TT

                         )1(/2 += rrM pc γβ .                     (2)

For 5=r , 3/5=γ , and 3=pβ  we find 8.1=cM . That is, when cMM ≥  the synergistic
effect of SMBI and shock wave due to toroidal flow can make both the core electron density
and temperature enhance. Equation (2) shows that the higher pβ  the lower the critical Mach
number. That is, for coming high- pβ tokamaks, it is easier to achieve that the synergistic
effect of supersonic molecular beam injection and shock wave due to toroidal flow makes
both the core electron density and temperature enhance. Figure 2 plots the 12 / ee TT against

M  for 5=r  and 3/5=γ  at different pβ  values. We see that for any pβ  value, the ratio

12 / ee TT increases with toroidal flow pretty rapidly.
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FIG. 2  12 / ee TT vs M  for 5=r  and 3/5=γ  at different pβ  values
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lusion, at first one expects the toroidal flow in tokamaks to improve plasma
t; but once this goal attains, it will be unnecessary that the toroidal flow continues
he system. Therefore it is desirable to make the kinetic energy of the toroidal flow
e thermal energy of plasma in some form. The present work devotes a theoretical
t. The conversion of the kinetic energy of toroidal flow to the thermal energy of
e form of shock wave proposed in the present paper is very suitable for coming

amaks, because from Eq. (1) the higher pβ  the larger 12 / ee TT .
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